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Abstract
Background: Eye movement desensitization and reprocessing (EMDR) is becoming a recognized and accepted
form of psychotherapy for posttraumatic stress disorder
(PTSD). Yet, its mechanism of action remains unclear
and much controversy exists about whether eye movements or other forms of bilateral kinesthetic stimulation
contribute to its clinical effects beyond the exposure elements of the procedure. Methods: Twenty-one patients
with single-event PTSD (average Impact of Event Scale
score: 49.5) received three consecutive sessions of EMDR
with three different types of auditory and kinesthetic
stimulation (tones and vibrations): intermittent alternating right-left (as commonly used with the standard EMDR
protocol), intermittent simultaneous bilateral, and continuous bilateral. Therapists were blinded to the type of
stimulation they delivered, and stimulation type assignment was randomized and counterbalanced. Results: All
three stimulation types resulted in clinically significant
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reductions of subjective units of distress (SUD). Yet, alternating stimulation resulted in faster reductions of
SUD when only sessions starting with a new target memory were considered. Conclusions: There are clinically
significant effects of the EMDR procedure that appear to
be independent of the nature of the kinesthetic stimulation used. However, alternating stimulation may confer
an additional benefit to the EMDR procedure that deserves attention in future studies.
Copyright © 2006 S. Karger AG, Basel

Introduction

Eye movement desensitization and reprocessing
(EMDR) has emerged in the last 10 years as a new treatment method for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
It is now endorsed by a variety of independent reviews
by academic and professional organizations as an empirically supported treatment for PTSD [1–8]. Several
reviews and meta-analyses show effect sizes for EMDR
treatment that are comparable to those of interventions
such as exposure therapy, cognitive behavior approaches
or psychopharmacology [9–12]. Yet, the unconventional
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emphasis of EMDR on requesting patients to move their
eyes back and forth (or on other forms of alternating
right-left sensory stimulation) while they re-experience
aspects of traumatic memories has made it the subject of
much controversy. Proponents of EMDR suggest that
alternating eye movements, or other forms of alternating
stimulation (such as sounds or tapping or vibration), facilitate the integration of information at a neural level
[13–15]. Yet, detractors claim that such forms of stimulation are merely a placebo and that clinical beneﬁts arise
primarily from the exposure component of the procedure
[16, 17]. Indeed, several reviews and one recent metaanalysis have argued that EMDR is at best equally effective as conventional exposure or cognitive behavior psychotherapy, and that the kinesthetic (eye movement) aspect of the procedure does not contribute to its
effectiveness [16, 18, 19]. However, other reviews have
identiﬁed numerous ﬂaws in existing component analysis studies and underscored the need for additional research [3, 7, 20].
In this pilot study, we wished to address the question of whether alternating kinesthetic stimulation does
or does not contribute to the effectiveness of EMDR
in treating PTSD. Indeed, some component analysis studies have attempted to evaluate whether EMDR without
eye movements or any other type of alternating sensory
stimulation was as effective as EMDR with alternating
sensory stimulation. The results of such studies in PTSD
patients have been conﬂicting. Some have supported a
beneﬁt from the use of alternating stimulation (whether
eye movements or binaural tones) [21–24] whereas others
have found no additional beneﬁt of adding alternating
sensory stimulation to the remainder of the procedure
[25–27]. However, all of these so-called ‘component analysis’ studies used eye movement vs. non-eye movement
conditions, and this unblinded both therapists and patients to the nature of the intervention.
There is a strong need for studies looking at which
components of EMDR may or may not be relevant to
the clinical effectiveness of the method in patients suffering from PTSD in a blinded manner. We report here
on a randomized pilot study of a blinded procedure we
developed to evaluate the relative contribution of alternating sensory stimulation vs. nonalternating comparisons during evocation of traumatic memories in PTSD
patients undergoing the EMDR protocol. In order to
blind therapists to the nature of the stimuli being used,
we relied on auditory and kinesthetic stimulation delivered through an electronic device in a manner that could
not be detected by the therapist who was triggering the

onset and offset of the stimulation. We compared three
conditions: EMDR using intermittent alternating rightleft stimulation, EMDR using intermittent simultaneous bilateral stimulation, and EMDR using continuous
bilateral stimulation. We hypothesized that, if alternating sensory stimulation per se is necessary to produce
therapeutic effects, subjects would show the greatest reduction in subjective disturbance from this condition of
the study.
To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study to address the
contribution of alternating stimulation in EMDR using
the standard of a controlled, randomized double-blind
design.
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Methods
Subjects
The study was reviewed and approved by the University of
Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board. We recruited 21 adult subjects in the Pittsburgh area through advertising. All subjects had
been exposed to a civilian trauma with one single trauma being
clearly identiﬁed as precipitating symptoms. Examples of trauma
included: motor vehicle accidents, work-related accident with
physical trauma, loss of a child, and aggression with bullet wound.
After providing written, informed consent, diagnosis of DSM-IV
[28] PTSD was conﬁrmed for all subjects by a SCID interview with
a trained master’s level clinician with more than 20 years of clinical
experience in assessing and treating psychiatric conditions.
In order to be eligible for inclusion in the study, subjects were
required to be between 18 and 75 years old. Subjects were excluded
from the study if they suffered from a comorbid psychotic disorder,
a dementing condition or a neurological condition affecting the
central nervous system. They were also excluded from the study if
they could not stop taking benzodiazepines for at least 1 week prior to the ﬁrst treatment session. Subjects were allowed to continue
other types of medications, including antidepressants, but doses
could not be modiﬁed for the duration of the study. Similarly, they
were not allowed to receive concurrent psychotherapeutic treatment. Twenty-one subjects met these inclusion/exclusion criteria
and were enrolled in the study. One (male) subject experienced a
worsening of symptoms after the ﬁrst of the three experimental sessions (with the ‘intermittent bilateral’ stimulation) and withdrew
from the study, yielding 20 subjects for analyses. Among these 20,
3 were male (mean age = 39, range = 35–43) and 17 were female
(mean age = 45, range = 25–57).
PTSD symptoms had lasted on average for 45 months, with a
range varying from 1 month to17 years (SD = 34 months). Five
subjects had not received any previous therapy. Eleven had received supportive counseling, cognitive behavioral therapy, group
therapy or nonspeciﬁc psychotherapy before entering the study.
Eighteen subjects had been treated before the study with antidepressants and/or anxiolytics, all with only partial responses (by definition since they all continued to meet SCID criteria for PTSD).
Eleven were on antidepressants throughout the study period.
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The average score of patients on the Impact of Event Scale
[28b] at entry into the study was 49 [by comparison, two recently
published controlled studies of the effect of sertraline in PTSD used
patient groups whose initial Impact of Event Scale scores were 38
(sertraline) and 37 (placebo) [29] and 39 (sertraline) and 40 (placebo) [30], respectively].
Therapists
Four therapists participated in the study. All had received both
part I and part II of training in EMDR as provided by the EMDR
Institute (Paciﬁc Grove, Calif., USA). In addition, all had a minimum of 1 year of clinical experience with the method through their
private practice. All four therapists reported using EMDR as the
primary modality of treatment in their clinical practice and they
participated in ongoing peer supervision groups for EMDR. All
therapists were supervised in the use of the EMDR protocol as deﬁned by the treatment ﬁdelity guidelines of the EMDR Institute
(Paciﬁc Grove, Calif., USA) by the ﬁrst author prior to the study
and throughout the study period.
Stimuli
In contrast to the protocol used in classical exposure therapy,
EMDR does not require the patient to focus on a speciﬁc trauma
memory for any speciﬁc length of time. After evoking the trauma
memory [image, main negative cognition, desired positive cognition, emotion, subjective units of disturbance (SUD), physical sensations], the therapist applies bilateral stimulation (typically for 30 s
to a few minutes, depending on the patient’s response as judged by
the therapist) and encourages the patient to notice associative processes that bring up new memories, cognitions, emotions or physical
sensations. Bilateral stimulation is then applied again from this new
starting point, until no further associations are reported. At this
point, patients are encouraged to return to the original trauma memory and the procedure starts again until the level of disturbance is
reduced to 0 or 1. This phase of the EMDR protocol is then followed
by other phases referred to as ‘installation’ and ‘body scan’ during
which the patient is encouraged to focus on positive self-statements
and which do not involve additional exposure to the trauma memory. In total, the amount of actual exposure to the trauma memory
itself is much more limited than during classical exposure therapy
(typically less than 5 min over the entire session).
Sensory stimulation was delivered at the times speciﬁed by the
EMDR protocol [15] for durations determined by the clinical judgment of the therapist (typically 30 s to a few minutes depending on
the display of emotions of the patient). At the ﬂip of a switch controlled by the therapist, the stimulation was presented through
headphones covering both ears as well as through small vibrating
devices held in the palms of both hands.
Three different stimuli were used for the study: (a) ‘alternating’:
auditory tones and hand vibrations alternating right to left at a frequency of 1 Hz; (b) ‘intermittent bilateral’: same tones and vibrations presented at the same frequency of 1 Hz but to both sides
simultaneously; (c) ‘continuous bilateral’: same tones and vibrations presented continuously to both sides (custom device built by
Neurotek Corp. for the purpose of this study – 5151 Ward Road,
No. 3, Wheat Ridge, Colo., USA, 80033).
Therapists controlled the timing and duration of delivery of
these stimuli but were not aware of the type of stimulation being
used. Because of the individualized application of the protocol
which is inherent to the EMDR procedure, the number of applica-
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tions and total duration of the bilateral stimulation was different
for each patient and each session. Patients were told beforehand
that three different forms of stimulation would be used and asked
to not report to the therapist which particular type they were receiving. They were told that the mechanism through which EMDR
exercises its effects was not known and that we were exploring three
different types of stimulation to compare their relative effectiveness.
Sessions and Study Design
Therapists reviewed the history and the videotape of the SCID
interview prior to their ﬁrst session with each patient.
All patients received three 90-min sessions of EMDR, each session with one of the three different stimulus types, in randomized
counterbalanced order. Thus, subjects served as their own controls.
The ﬁrst session lasted 120 min, with the initial 30 min dedicated
to clariﬁcation of the patient’s history and the establishment of
therapist-client rapport.
Therapists were required to follow the EMDR protocol deﬁned
by Shapiro [15] and were allowed to use the more advanced form
of EMDR referred to as ‘cognitive interweave’ in accordance with
their clinical judgment.
The protocol followed for the study differed from the Shapiro
protocol only in that subjects were requested by therapists to rate
their subjective level of disturbance (as described further below)
after each set of stimulation.
Outcome Measure: SUD Levels
As the EMDR protocol speciﬁes, therapists were required to
obtain from the patient a score of 0–10 on a scale of SUD [31] assessing the patient’s level of distress in relation to each speciﬁc
traumatic memory being targeted for processing (a ‘target’ memory
according to the EMDR procedure). They did so while eliciting the
target memory and again after each set of sensory stimulation (patients were not asked to return to the target memory, but simply
asked to rate their current level of disturbance following the stimulation).
Two measures of SUD were considered as dependent variables
in the analyses. First, we examined the change in SUD level from
the beginning to the end of the processing of a target trauma memory during a given experimental session (i.e., ﬁrst SUD – last SUD
for a given target during the session). Second, because the standard
EMDR protocol in fact requires therapists to continue processing
a particular memory until the SUD level is less than or equal to 1
prior to focusing on a different traumatic memory target, we examined the rate of change across the total sets of sensory stimulation
for the target. Thus, we constructed a rate index by dividing the
change score deﬁned above by the total number of sets required
before either the SUD level reached a level of 0 or 1, or the time
limit of a given session was reached (90 min). The rate index indicates the average change in SUD score per set for a speciﬁc trauma
memory.
Analyses
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures was
used to analyze the data, since the randomized crossover design
conforms to the traditional replicated ‘Latin square’ approach for
which ANOVA is ideal [32]. In brief, the Latin square design included the six possible permutations, or sequences, of the three
stimuli completed across the total of three sessions that subjects
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attended (i.e., subjects could have received the stimuli in the order of alternating, intermittent bilateral, continuous bilateral; alternating, continuous bilateral, intermittent bilateral; intermittent bilateral, continuous bilateral, alternating, and so on). The
data are then analyzed via an ANOVA with one between-subject
factor (6 sequences) by one within-subject factor (time; the 3 sessions).
The key study hypothesis – that the effect of EMDR would differ across the three experimental stimuli (alternating stimulation
vs. intermittent bilateral stimulation vs. continuous bilateral stimulation) – is carved out of the time ! sequences effect and it is
tested against the within-subject error term.

Results

Blinding
On 10 occasions, therapists were randomly asked to
guess the nature of the stimulus that had been used for
the session they had just completed. Therapist guesses
showed poor agreement with actual condition (kappa =
0.34; 56.5% of guesses were correct vs. 50% expected by
chance, 2 with 1 d.f. was 0.40, p 1 0.40).

addressed [mean initial SUD for old targets revisited at
a new session (SE) = 6.81 (0.69); mean for novel targets
= 9.35 (0.44); F(1, 7) = 9.17, p = 0.019, controlling for
type of stimulus]. Although all subjects, by deﬁnition, began a novel target at the ﬁrst of their three sessions, only
10 of the 20 began a novel target at the second session.
Seven of the 20 subjects began a novel target at the third
session. (We could not ﬁnd evidence of an association
between being able to begin a novel target and which stimulus type subjects were receiving on either the new or the
previous session.)
Because of the impact of old versus novel target memories on SUD levels (which led to a restriction on the
range for change in SUD for old targets and hence a potentially inadequate test of study hypotheses), we present our results of testing major study hypotheses ﬁrst for
the entire group of 20 subjects, and then for the subgroup
of 10 subjects who were able to begin novel targets at
both their ﬁrst and second sessions. We chose to focus
on these 10 subjects with two sessions’ worth of data
(counterbalanced across stimulus type) rather than on
the smaller group of 7 with three sessions’ worth of novel targets because of the greater level of statistical power
preserved with 10 subjects per session. Power achieved
by incorporating the repeated-measures data for the 10
subjects was also greater than if we had simply examined
data from all 20 subjects’ ﬁrst session only (in which, by
design, 7 received the alternating, 6 received intermittent bilateral, and 7 received continuous bilateral stimulation).

Integrity of Study Design with Crossover Procedure
Conforming to the requirement that the three sessions
be of similar duration (90 min), there were similar numbers of sets for each type of stimulation. We also found
no differences between the three types of stimuli in number of sets completed for a given target during a session
[mean number of sets (SE): alternating = 17.30 (2.24),
intermittent bilateral = 18.90 (1.53), continuous bilateral = 17.50 (1.89); F(2, 14) = 0.96, p 1 0.20].
Furthermore, we found that the initial SUD score for
a given target was similar across the three stimuli, providing no evidence of inadvertent bias in severity of selected
targets across the stimuli conditions [mean initial score
(SE): alternating = 7.89 (0.61), intermittent bilateral =
8.78 (0.50), continuous bilateral = 7.60 (0.51); F(2, 14) =
0.18, p 1 0.20].
We examined target memory ‘completion’ under each
form of stimulation, i.e., whether the SUD level of a given target had been reduced to 0 or 1 by the end of the
session. If, at the end of a particular session, the goal of a
low SUD rating (^1) had not been reached, the next session continued with this same target memory (even
though the nature of the sound and tactile stimulation did
change, as required by the present study protocol). Regardless of the type of stimulation being used, when a
target was continued into a new session, the average initial SUD level in the new session was lower for this ‘old’
target than for novel targets that had not previously been

Effects on SUD Level
When all sessions (i.e., those involving new targets as
well as old targets that had been ‘contaminated’ by previous exposure during an earlier session) and all subjects
were pooled, an ANOVA yielded no statistically reliable
difference in the SUD change scores between the initial
and lowest SUD for the three different types of stimuli
[mean decrement in SUD (SE): alternating = 5.75 (0.75),
intermittent bilateral = 5.90 (0.55), continuous bilateral = 4.80 (0.63); F(2, 28) = 1.26, p 1 0.20]. It is noteworthy, however, that when pooling over stimulus type, the
EMDR procedure – across all three stimulus types –
led to an average reduction of 5.56 on the SUD scale
[F(1, 14) = 139.17, p ! 0.001].
There was also no signiﬁcant difference between the
rate of SUD change; in all three stimulus conditions, SUD
scores changed by about one point on the scale per each
set completed [mean rate of decline per set (SE): alternating = 0.95 (0.20), intermittent bilateral = 0.78 (0.19), con-
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Fig. 1. Reduction in SUD level on a new target memory from beginning to end of a session, after eliminating data from targets that
were worked on in more than one session [F(2, 5) = 5.24; p !
0.064].

tinuous bilateral = 0.82 (0.19); F(2, 28) = 0.79, p 1
0.20].
However, among the subgroup of subjects who began
working on new target memories during their sessions (as
opposed to continuing with old targets that were ‘contaminated’ by previous exposure during an earlier session), a different pattern of ﬁndings emerged. First, a
marginally signiﬁcant difference emerged for the size of
the reduction in SUD score from initial to lowest SUD
across the three types of stimuli [mean decrement in
SUD (SE): alternating = 9.20 (0.37), intermittent bilateral = 6.44 (0.75), continuous bilateral = 5.83 (1.56);
F(2, 5) = 5.24, p = 0.064; ﬁg. 1]. Second, a statistically
reliable difference emerged for the rate of SUD change
per set, with the greatest change for the alternating stimulus [mean rate of decline per set (SE): alternating = 1.76
(0.51), intermittent bilateral = 1.15 (0.37), continuous
bilateral = 0.91 (0.34); F(2, 5) = 11.28, p ! 0.025; ﬁg. 2].
A post hoc contrast analysis conﬁrmed that the alternating stimulus was signiﬁcantly more effective in reducing
SUD levels than both of the other two types of stimulation [F(1, 5) = 13.12, p = 0.017; this p value exceeds the
Bonferroni-adjusted p of 0.05/2 = 0.025 required for this
post hoc contrast].
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Fig. 2. Rate of SUD level reduction (average decrement in SUD

per set of stimulation) on a new target memory, after eliminating
data from targets that were worked on in more than one session
[F(2, 5) = 11.28; * p ! 0.025].

Discussion

Our results must be considered in the context of several important study limitations. These include a small
sample size, the restriction of clinical cases to single-event
civilian PTSD, and the fact that we did not evaluate the
contribution of eye movements (which remain the most
common form of stimulation in EMDR in current clinical
practice) but only of alternative forms of bilateral stimulation (a combination of auditory and kinesthetic stimulation). The EMDR protocol was modiﬁed to include a request of SUD after every stimulation which may have
disrupted the normal course of processing of the traumatic material. In this pilot study, evaluation of clinical progress was limited to changes in the SUD scale, and did not
include other conventional measures of clinical symptoms
in PTSD. The within-subject design of the study resulted
in carryover effects from one session to the next of the different forms of stimulation when applied to the same target memory, requiring us to eliminate a signiﬁcant amount
of the data from our analyses. Finally, perhaps the greatest limitation of this study is that it did not include a condition with no auditory or tactile stimulation which could
have provided a better ‘placebo’ condition against which
to compare the other forms of stimulation. We did not
include a ‘no stimulation’ condition as the required number of patients for a four-condition Latin square design (as
opposed to the current three-condition design) greatly exceeded the budget available for this study.
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In this pilot therapist-blinded controlled study of the
effect of different types of sensory stimulation during the
EMDR protocol for patients with single-trauma civilian
PTSD, two results stand out. First, the EMDR protocol
led to a statistically signiﬁcant reduction of subjective
levels of distress associated with traumatic memories irrespective of the nature of the stimulation. Moreover, the
size of the reduction was clinically signiﬁcant. The patients who participated in this study had high levels of
illness severity, as demonstrated by their high initial levels of PTSD symptoms, the average duration of illness of
45 weeks, and by the large proportions of subjects who
had received psychotropic medications and psychotherapeutic interventions prior to entering the study. Therefore, the fact that all subjects’ levels of disturbance in
relation to their traumatic memories were reduced is important.
The second result that stands out is that, after we controlled for contamination of targets by exposure to other
conditions, there was a statistically signiﬁcant additional
beneﬁt conferred to the procedure by the use of alternating rhythmic sensory stimulation as compared to either
simultaneous rhythmic stimulation or continuous stimulation. Various studies have reported speciﬁc effects of
dual attention stimuli on emotion and memories in nonclinical populations [33–35]. This additional effect of alternating stimulation is compatible with the results of two
other studies that have used random assignment of auditory stimulus type in a controlled manner and observed
their effects on painful memories in nonclinical populations [36, 37]. Both studies found a superiority of alternating stimulation over simultaneous stimulation.
These preliminary results therefore suggest that there
may be (at least) two components of the EMDR procedure that contribute to the reduction of distress in PTSD.
The overall effect of the procedure, regardless of the speciﬁc nature of the stimulation, may be related to a number
of aspects of the EMDR protocol that are common to
several psychotherapy approaches for PTSD such as exposure therapy and cognitive-behavioral therapy [38–40]
or to some aspects of the EMDR procedure that appear
to be distinctly different from other therapy approaches
[41, 42]. In a review of psychotherapies known to reduce
fear, Marks and Dar [43] conclude that several nonexposure and noncognitive methods have also been found effective. They suggest that these involve ‘an attentiontraining path that disengages feelings and thoughts from
automatic action’. It appears that the alternating bilateral stimulation that is part of the EMDR procedure and
that is normally combined with the other aspects of the
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treatment may contribute to this attention training and
confer an additional beneﬁt that deserves further attention in future studies. In particular, it would be important
to compare alternating and continuous stimulation to a
‘no stimulation’ control, which may establish whether
EMDR with any form of sensory stimulation is or is not
superior to applying the EMDR procedure without any
form of sensory stimulation. Such a study would be a
more direct test of the need for any stimulation [44], as
well as some of the extant hypotheses for the therapeutic
effects of EMDR [45, 46].
Finally, we should emphasize that our study did not
intend to compare the beneﬁts of EMDR for PTSD with
other treatment procedures such as exposure or to make
claims about a speciﬁc treatment advantage of EMDR
over other methods. Other investigators have explored
this issue [47, 48], and have found generally comparable
results for EMDR and exposure therapy, though EMDR
did not require the additional hours of self-exposure or
in vivo exposure. Recently, a new modiﬁed behavior therapy protocol has been tested in a study that documented
impressive beneﬁts in earthquake survivors after a single
session which successfully set the stage for ongoing unsupervised self-exposure [49]. This suggests that the frontiers of what is possible to achieve in the treatment of
PTSD continue to evolve with new treatment protocols
and that it will become ever more important to deﬁne
which aspects of new treatment procedures are most important to facilitate the best treatment results.
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